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Genome-wide association studies have identified more than 70 common variants that are associated with breast cancer
risk. Most of these variants map to non-protein-coding regions and several map to gene deserts, regions of several hundred
kilobases lacking protein-coding genes. We hypothesized that gene deserts harbor long-range regulatory elements that
can physically interact with target genes to influence their expression. To test this, we developed Capture Hi-C (CHi-C),
which, by incorporating a sequence capture step into a Hi-C protocol, allows high-resolution analysis of targeted regions
of the genome. We used CHi-C to investigate long-range interactions at three breast cancer gene deserts mapping to 2q35,
8q24.21, and 9q31.2. We identified interaction peaks between putative regulatory elements (‘‘bait fragments’’) within the
captured regions and ‘‘targets’’ that included both protein-coding genes and long noncoding (lnc) RNAs over distances of 6.6
kb to 2.6 Mb. Target protein-coding genes were IGFBP5, KLF4, NSMCE2, and MYC; and target lncRNAs included DIRC3, PVT1,
and CCDC26. For one gene desert, we were able to define two SNPs (rs12613955 and rs4442975) that were highly correlated
with the published risk variant and that mapped within the bait end of an interaction peak. In vivo ChIP-qPCR data show that
one of these, rs4442975, affects the binding of FOXA1 and implicate this SNP as a putative functional variant.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) atmore than 70 loci influencing

breast cancer risk (Sakoda et al. 2013). Identifying the causal variant(s)

underscoring the association signals and their functional basis,

however, remains a challenge (Bahcall 2013). Many of the risk SNPs

map to non-protein-coding regions and are thought to influence

transcriptional regulation (Hindorff et al. 2009; Freedmanet al. 2011).

In some instances the proximity of the SNP to a plausible candi-

date gene has provided a potential mechanism (Meyer et al. 2008;

Riaz et al. 2012; Bojesen et al. 2013), but several of the breast cancer

risk SNPsmap to gene deserts with the nearest known genemapping

several hundred kilobases (kb) away.

A systematic approach to the functional characterization of

cancer risk loci has recently been proposed (Freedman et al. 2011).

This includes fine mapping of potentially large genomic regions

(defined as regions that include all SNPs correlated with the pub-

lished SNP with an r2 of 0.2 or even less), the analysis of SNP ge-

notypes in relation to expression of nearby genes (eQTL), and the

use of chromatin association methods (chromosome conformation

capture [3C] and chromatin interaction analysis by paired-end tag

sequencing [ChIA-PET]) of regulatory regions to determine the

identity of target genes.While 3C is a powerfulmethod for assessing

whether a region of interest (the bait fragment) can interact with a

series of pre-specified target genomic fragments, it suffers from the

limitation that only interactions that have been considered a priori

will be detected (a ‘‘one-by-one’’ approach) (Dekker et al. 2002,

2013). 4C (‘‘one-by-all’’) (Simonis et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2006) pro-

vides genome-wide coverage of interactions but focuses on a single

bait fragment; 5C (‘‘many-by-many’’) (Dostie et al. 2006) allows

high-resolution analysis of interactions between multiple bait frag-

ments and their targets, but both baits and targets must lie within

predefined regions. Hi-C (‘‘all-by-all’’) (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009)

provides genome-wide coverage of all possible interactions, but

until recently the resolution (;1Mb) has prohibited the use of Hi-C

for the interrogation of GWAS risk loci.

We and others have hypothesized that the gene deserts iden-

tified in breast cancer GWAS harbor long-range tissue-specific reg-

ulatory elements that interact with target genes to influence their

expression and affect breast cancer risk (Ahmadiyeh et al. 2010). To

test this, we have characterized three GWAS risk loci—two gene

deserts that have been associated with breast cancer risk (2q35)

(Stacey et al. 2007) and 9q31.2 (Fletcher et al. 2011) and one gene

desert that has been associated with multiple site-specific cancers
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(8q24.21) (Ghoussaini et al. 2008; Fletcher and Houlston 2010;

Huppi et al. 2012).WehavedevelopedCaptureHi-C (CHi-C), anovel

Hi-C (van Berkum et al. 2010) protocol that, by incorporating a

sequence capture step, allows high-resolution analysis of all in-

teractions for which one end of the di-tag (the bait end) maps to a

pre-specified genomic region (the capture region) and the location

of the other end (the target end) is unrestricted (‘‘many-by-all’’).

We have used CHi-C to determine whether 519 bait fragments

mapping to these three gene deserts form long-range looping in-

teractions; to identify the targets of these interactions including

protein-coding genes, lncRNAs, and miRNAs; and to select SNPs

that are potential candidates for having a functional effect on breast

cancer risk.

Results
We generated CHi-C libraries from two breast cancer cell lines

(BT483 and SUM44) and a control (non-breast cancer) cell line

(GM06990). rs13387042 (2q35), rs13281615 (8q24.21), and rs865686

(9q32.1) are all strongly associated with predisposition to estrogen

receptor (ER)-positive disease (Broeks et al. 2011;Warren et al. 2012);

they are less strongly associated with ER-negative disease and have

not been shown to be associated with disease progression (Fasching

et al. 2012). We therefore selected BT483 cells (Lasfargues et al.

1978), because, unlikemost breast cancer cell lines that are derived

from (metastatic) pleural effusions, BT483 cells are derived from a

primary invasive ductal carcinoma. BT483 cells are ER-positive and

progesterone receptor (PR)-positive, with a modal number of 72

chromosomes. The 8q24.21 locus, however, is amplified in BT483

cells (Supplemental Fig. 1A). For the second breast cancer cell line,

we specifically selected a cell line that is copy-number neutral for

the 8q24.21 locus; SUM44 cells (Ethier et al. 1993), which are not

amplified at 8q24.21 (Supplemental Fig. 1B; Forozan et al. 1999)

are ER-positive, PR-negative cells derived from a pleural effusion

with amodal number of 60 chromosomes.We also generatedCHi-C

libraries from the karyotypically normal lymphoblastoid cell line

(GM06990) (Supplemental Fig. 1C) that was used to generate the

first comprehensive genome-wide map of long-range interactions

(Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009).

We used SureSelect Custom Target Enrichment (Agilent) to

capture the genomic regions that included all SNPs correlated with

the published GWAS risk SNPs rs13387042 (2q35), rs13281615

(8q24.21), and rs865686 (9q31.2) with r2$ 0.1. As controls we also

captured three genomic regions that were randomly selected from

gene-poor regions of the genome; these regions were similar in size

to the risk loci and had no known association with breast cancer

risk (Supplemental Table 1). For each cell line we generated two

biological replicates; each CHi-C library was sequenced on one

lane of an Illumina HiSeq 2000 generating between 62.2 and 98.9

million di-tags with both ends uniquely mapped to the human

reference genome. After excluding invalid pairs (Belton et al. 2012),

PCR duplicates, and off-target di-tags (defined as di-tags where

neither end mapped to one of the capture regions), the number of

analyzable di-tags ranged from 2.3 to 5.9 million (Supplemental

Table 2).

For the lymphoblastoid cell line GM06990, we were able to

assess the effectiveness of the target enrichment step by comparing

our data with publicly available Hi-C data from GM06990 cells

(Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009). In the original (nonenriched)

GM06990Hi-C data, the percentage of di-tags with at least one end

mapping to one of our capture regions was 0.26% across four data

sets (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009); the percentages in our two en-

riched GM06990 CHi-C libraries were 7.4% and 15.1%, suggesting

that we achieved 30- to 60-fold enrichment by incorporating a se-

quence capture step.

Analysis of interaction peaks between risk loci and cis targets

To test our hypothesis that gene deserts harbor long-range tissue-

specific regulatory elements, we first carried out a high-resolution

analysis to identify interaction peaks between individual HindIII

‘‘bait’’ fragments thatmapped to one of the six capture regions and

individual HindIII ‘‘target’’ fragments that mapped within a 5-Mb

window on either side of the capture region. Across the six CHi-C

libraries, 31.2% to 58.8% of the di-tags that arose from cis inter-

actions represented interactions between captured baits and tar-

gets that mapped within 5 Mb of a captured region.We defined an

interaction peak as any pair of HindIII fragments for which the

number of di-tags was significantly greater than expected under a

negative binomial model, taking into account both the distance

between the HindIII fragments and the propensity of the bait frag-

ment to form interactions (‘‘interactibility,’’ see Methods). For

statistical significance we used a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.01.

The number of di-tags that constituted a significant interaction peak

depended on the distance between the interacting fragments and

ranged from seven to 332.

We aligned our interaction peaks with the genomic locations

of GENCODE genes (v19; http://www.gencodegenes.org), markers

of genome organization (CTCF and RAD21 binding sites) (Phillips-

Cremins and Corces 2013), histone modifications that correlate

with active enhancers (H3K27ac, H3K4me1), active promoters

(H3K4me3) or repressed enhancers (H3K27me3) (Ernst et al. 2011;

Gerstein et al. 2012; Natoli andAndrau 2012), and binding sites for

the transcription factors estrogen receptor alpha (ESR1) and forkhead

box protein A1 (FOXA1) from breast cancer (MCF7) and lympho-

blastoid (GM12878) cells; these had been characterized as part of

the ENCODE Project by Frietze and colleagues and Hurtado and col-

leagues (Supplemental Table 3; Hurtado et al. 2011; The ENCODE

Project Consortium 2012; Frietze et al. 2012).

In libraries from theBT483 and SUM44breast cancer cells, there

were 20 (BT483) and 45 (SUM44) statistically significant (FDR < 1%)

interaction peaksmapping to the 2q35 locus (Supplemental Fig. 2A;

Supplemental Table 4). Centromeric to the capture region, the target

ends of these interaction peaks were four consecutive HindIII frag-

ments (217,552,337–217,570,353 bp) that colocalized with the

coding sequences of insulin-like growth factor binding protein 5

(IGFBP5; 217,536,828–217,560,272 bp; MIM146734) and a region

of 10 kb immediately 59 to IGFBP5 (Fig. 1). IGFBP5 is involved in

the systemic and local regulation of insulin-like growth factor 1

(IGF1) and has been shown to promote G2/M cell cycle arrest and

apoptosis in breast cancer cell lines (Butt et al. 2003). Telomeric to

the capture region, these interaction peaks targeted two distinct re-

gions (218,372,522–218,376,342 bp and 218,552,747–218,619,331

bp) within disrupted in renal carcinoma 3 (DIRC3), a lncRNA that

was identified by positional cloning of the breakpoints of a t(2;3)

(q35;q21) translocation in a renal cell cancer (Bodmer et al. 2003).

WithinDIRC3, the target fragments colocalizedwith CTCF/RAD21

binding sites and regions of active (H3K27ac andH3K4me1) histone

modification (Fig. 1). In genomic order, the bait ends of the in-

teraction peaks colocalized to a region of repressive (H3K27me3)

histonemodification, a CTCF/RAD21 binding site, a region of active

(H3K27ac) histone modification, two RAD21 binding sites, and a

series of RAD21 binding sites and active histonemodificationmarks

that also map within the lncRNA DIRC3 (Fig. 1). Two-way repre-
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sentation of these interaction peaks is shown for BT483 (Fig. 2A,

green marks) and SUM44 (Fig. 2B, green marks) as a heatmap;

IGFBP5 forms interaction peaks with all of the active bait frag-

ments, whereas the DIRC3 targets form interaction peaks with

specific subsets. Comparing the BT483 and SUM44 data, there is

one set of fragments mapping to the centromeric end of the cap-

ture region which formed multiple interaction peaks with a short

(potentially protein-coding) DIRC3 isoform in SUM44 cells, but

just a single interaction peak with this region in BT483 cells (Fig.

2A,B). In the libraries from the control lymphoblastoid cell line

(GM06990) there were no significant cis interaction peaks map-

ping to this locus.

In the BT483 breast cancer libraries there were just four sta-

tistically significant interaction peaks mapping to the 9q31.2

locus (Supplemental Fig. 2B; Supplemental Table 5). For three of

these interaction peaks the target end mapped to consecutive

HindIII fragments (110,238,956–110,255,868 bp), which colocal-

ized with Kr€uppel-like factor 4 (KLF4; 110,247,133–110,252,047 bp;

MIM602253) and a region of 10 kb immediately 39 to KLF4; the

fourth targeted a region 19 kb telomeric to KLF4 (Fig. 3). KLF4 is a

transcription factor which, in common with three other transcrip-

tion factors (POU5F1, SOX2, and MYC), can induce epigenetic

reprogramming of somatic cells to an embryonic pluripotent state

(Takahashi and Yamanaka 2006; Wernig et al. 2007). The bait ends

of the interaction peaks at the 9q31.2 locus mapped to a single

HindIII fragment (fragment 74; 111,033,955–111,035,778 bp),

which colocalized with a strong CTCF/RAD21 binding site inMCF7

cells (Fig. 3). In the SUM44 libraries there were no interaction peaks

that were significant at an FDR of 1%. At an FDR of 10% there were

three significant interaction peaks; all three peaks originated from

the same bait fragment (fragment 74; 111,033,955–111,035,778 bp),

two targeted KLF4 and one targeted an uncharacterized lncRNA

(RP11-363D24.1) that mapped 54 kb centromeric to KLF4 (Supple-

mental Fig. 3B). In the libraries from the control lymphoblastoid cell

line (GM06990) there were no significant cis interactions mapping

to this locus.

In the BT483 libraries there were three statistically significant

interaction peaks at the 8q24 locus (Supplemental Fig. 2C;

Supplemental Table 6). The targets of these interaction peaks

were consecutive HindIII fragments (128,740,188–128,756,979 bp)

that mapped to, or immediately adjacent to, the oncogene MYC

(128,748,315–128,753,680 bp;MIM190080) and one fragment that

mapped to the lncRNA CCDC26 (130,363,938–130,692,485 bp).

CCDC26, which is located >2.5Mb from the 8q24.21 capture region

(Fig. 4A) has previously been associated with non-glioblastoma

multiforme glioma (Shete et al. 2009; Enciso-Mora et al. 2013). The

bait ends of these interaction peaks were two consecutive HindIII

fragments (fragments 1 and 2; 127,886,760–127,891,696 bp) which

colocalized with a strong CTCF/RAD21 binding site in MCF7 cells

(Fig. 4A). In the SUM44 libraries therewereno interactionpeaks that

Figure 1. Statistically significant CHi-C interaction peaks at the 2q35 locus. The number of statistically significant interaction peaks mapping to each
HindIII fragment (y-axis) is plotted against the genomic location of the HindIII fragment (x-axis) for a 1.6-Mb region (217.2–218.8 Mb) of chromosome
2q35 including the 0.8-Mb genomic region (217,609,776–218,362,744 bp) that was targeted in the sequence capture step of our CHi-C protocol. All
coordinates are based on hg19. The capture region is denoted by a double-headed red arrow; the ‘‘bait end’’ of the interaction peaks (i.e., the end that
maps to the capture region) is indicated in red, the target end (i.e., the region that maps outside the capture region) is indicated in green. The interaction
peaks are alignedwith (1) GENCODE genes (v19) with protein-coding transcripts colored blue and noncoding transcripts colored green; and (2) CTCF and
RAD21 binding sites, active (H3K27ac, H3K4me1 and H3K4me3) and repressive (H3K27me3) histonemodificationmarks (in black), and ESR1 and FOXA1
binding sites (in blue) generated in the breast cancer cell lineMCF7 by the ENCODE Project, Frietze et al. (2012), and Hurtado et al. (2011). The location of
the breast cancer risk SNP rs13387042 is also shown.
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were significant at an FDR of 1%. At an FDR of 10% there were three

significant interaction peaks originating from the same two bait

fragments (fragments 1 and 2; 127,886,760–127,891,696 bp) and

targeting the same lncRNA (CCDC26) as in the BT483 data.

The 8q24 locus harbors multiple independent loci with dif-

ferent tumor specificities including both breast (Easton et al. 2007)

and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (Crowther-Swanepoel

et al. 2010). In GM06990 libraries, in contrast to the breast cancer-

Figure 2. Two-way heatmap of interaction peaks at the 2q35 locus. (A) Two-way heatmap of interaction peaks between bait fragments within the 2q35
capture region and target fragments either side of the capture region (green) or between two bait fragments within the capture region (red) for the BT483
libraries. The genomic locations of the bait fragments are shown on the y-axis. The genomic locations of the target fragments, aligned with GENCODE
genes, are shown on the x-axis. The color intensity of each square represents the statistical significance of the interaction peak from dark green/red (P = 13
10�10) to light green/red (P# 0.01). Interaction peaks with a false discovery corrected P-value of >0.01 are not shown. (B) Two-way heatmap of interaction
peaks for the 2q35 locus in the SUM44 libraries.
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specific loci (2q35 and 9q31.2) where we found no significant in-

teraction peaks, there were 108 statistically significant interaction

peaks mapping to the 8q24 locus (Supplemental Fig. 2C). Centro-

meric to the capture region there was a single interaction peak in-

volvingnon-SMCelement 2 (NSMCE2; 126,351,704–126,355,582bp;

Supplemental Table 6), a gene that has been associated with MYC

locus rearrangements in multiple myeloma (Affer et al. 2014).

Telomeric to the capture region, in genomic order, targets were two

RAD21 binding sites with active histone modification marks, one

of which maps 11 kb 59 to the lncRNA CASC8 (128,505,501–

128,522,323 bp and 128,557,941–128,604,123 bp), MYC, the

lncRNA PVT1 (128,808,208–128,808,274 bp), and sequences within

the same lncRNA that was targeted in the BT483 libraries (CCDC26;

130,363,938–130,692,485 bp) (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Table 6). Four

of the 108 interaction peaks originated from the same CTCF/RAD21

binding sites (fragments 1 and 2; 127,886,760–127,891,696 bp) that

formed interactions in the BT483 libraries; in GM12878 cells (but

not MCF7 cells) these bait fragments were associated with active

histone modification marks (H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and H3K4me3)

(Fig. 4B). Thebait fragments for theother 104 interactions allmapped

to a region of H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and H3K4me3 histone

modification spanning ;150 kb (128,175,000–128,330,000 bp),

which included the lncRNA CCAT1 and multiple CTCF/RAD21

binding sites. In contrast, in MCF7 cells this same region was asso-

ciated with repressive (H3K27me3) marks (Fig. 4A). The two-way

representationof these interaction peaks is shownas a heatmap (Fig.

5, green marks); each of the 8q24 bait fragments forms interaction

peaks with multiple targets including the distal lncRNA CCDC26.

Among the control (random regions) there were no signifi-

cant interaction peaks originating fromany of the loci in any of the

libraries.

Validation by q3C

To assess the reliability of this method and to determine whether

the interactions we observed in our CHi-C data in BT483 and

SUM44 cells were also common to the breast cancer cell line char-

acterized by the ENCODE Project (MCF7 cells), we performed

quantitative 3C experiments for a subset of interaction peaks at

each of the risk loci. We confirmed interaction peaks with IGFBP5

(2q35; Supplemental Fig. 3A) and KLF4 and the uncharacterized

lncRNA RP11-363D24.1 (9q31.2; Supplemental Fig. 3B) in SUM44

cells, andwe showed that these interaction peaks were absent from

the lymphoblastoid (GM06990) cells. In GM06990 cells we were

able to confirm interaction peaks with both MYC and the lncRNA

CCDC26. In MCF7 cells we demonstrated a weak interaction peak

with IGFBP5 (2q35) and strong interaction peaks with KLF4, RP11-

363D24.1 (9q31.2), MYC, and CCDC26 (8q24.21, Supplemental

Fig. 3C).

Analysis of interaction peaks between HindIII fragments
where both di-tag ends map to the capture regions

Consistent with data from the ENCODE Project Consortium

(2012), we found that the majority of bait fragments that gener-

ated interaction peaks with long-range targets generated inter-

action peaks with multiple targets. For instance, in GM06990

cells a single HindIII fragment (fragment 152; 128,314,311–

128,319,325 bp, Supplemental Table 6) formed interaction peaks

with at least five different targets: two distinct regions that were

associated with active histone marks (128,505,501–128,522,323 bp

and 128,557,941–128,604,123 bp), MYC, PVT1, and CCDC26. To

understand the extent to which individual bait fragments could

form interaction peaks with multiple targets, we next tested for

significant interactionpeaks occurring between twobait fragments

within a single capture region. On the basis that the statistical prop-

erties of interaction peaks where both ends of the di-tag have been

captured will differ from those where just one end has been cap-

tured, we carried out separate analyses of these ‘‘within capture’’

interaction peaks.

As with the cis analyses (above), the loci that showed high

activity were 2q35 (in BT483 and SUM44, Supplemental Table 7)

Figure 3. Statistically significant CHi-C interaction peaks at the 9q31.2 locus. The number of statistically significant interaction peaks mapping to each
HindIII fragment (y-axis) is plotted against the genomic location of the HindIII fragment (x-axis) for a 1.2-Mb region (110.2–111.0 Mb) of chromosome
9q31.2, including the 0.3-Mb genomic region (110,759,922–111,097,304 bp) that was targeted in the sequence capture step of our CHi-C protocol. All
coordinates are based on hg19. The capture region is denoted by a double-headed red arrow; the ‘‘bait end’’ of the interaction peaks is indicated in red; the
target end is indicated in green. The significant interaction peaks are aligned with (1) GENCODE genes (v19) with protein-coding transcripts colored blue
and noncoding transcripts colored green; and (2) CTCF and RAD21 binding sites, active (H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and H3K4me3) and repressive
(H3K27me3) histone modification marks (in black), and ESR1 and FOXA1 binding sites (in blue) generated in the breast cancer cell line MCF7 by the
ENCODE Project, Frietze et al. (2012), and Hurtado et al. (2011).
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and 8q24 (in GM06990, Supplemental Table 8). In addition, the

bait fragments that predominated in forming interaction peaks

were common to both analyses, suggesting that a small subset of

bait fragments is highly interactive. In BT483 libraries, for exam-

ple, fragment 187 (218,230,849–218,232,200 bp; Supplemental

Tables 4, 7) formed interaction peaks with IGFBP5, DIRC3, and

several distinct sections of the captured region (e.g., fragments

195–200 [218,250,629–218,261,778 bp] and 224 [218,353,009–

218,355,732 bp]) (Fig. 2A, red marks). For the SUM44 libraries the

pattern was similar, with this same fragment forming interaction

peaks with IGFBP5, DIRC3, and a subset of the sections within the

capture region (Fig. 2B). Overall, therewasmore activitywithin the

capture region in the BT483 libraries compared with the SUM44

libraries and, although we did not detect any interactions between

bait fragments within the 2q35 capture region and IGFBP5 or

DIRC3 in GM06990 cells, we did detect two interaction peaks oc-

curring between fragmentswithin the 2q35 capture region in these

libraries (Supplemental Fig. 4). Similarly for the 8q24.21, the same

subset of fragments predominated in both analyses (Fig. 5, red

marks).

Analysis of interaction peaks between risk loci and long
range (>5 Mb) cis and trans targets

Finally, to determine whether we could detect interaction peaks

between bait fragments and target fragments over a longer range

(>5 Mb) in cis or in trans, we carried out a lower resolution analysis

in which we collapsed the di-tags into 50-kb bins and tested for

Figure 4. Statistically significant CHi-C interaction peaks at the 8q24.21 locus. (A) The number of statistically significant interaction peaks mapping to
each HindIII fragment (y-axis) is plotted against the genomic location of the HindIII fragment (x-axis) for a 3.2-Mb region (127.8–131.0 Mb) of chro-
mosome 8q24.21, including the 0.6-Mb genomic region (127,888,336–128,469,498 bp) that was targeted in the sequence capture step of our CHi-C
protocol. All coordinates are based on hg19. The capture region is denoted by a double-headed red arrow; the ‘‘bait end’’ of the interaction peaks is
indicated in red; the target end is indicated in green. The significant interaction peaks are aligned with (1) GENCODE genes (v19) with protein-coding
transcripts colored blue and noncoding transcripts colored green; and (2) CTCF and RAD21 binding sites, active (H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and H3K4me3) and
repressive (H3K27me3) histonemodificationmarks (in black), and ESR1 and FOXA1 binding sites (in blue) generated in the breast cancer cell lineMCF7 by
the ENCODE Project, Frietze et al. (2012), and Hurtado et al. (2011). The location of the breast cancer risk SNP rs13281615 is also shown. (B) As above, but
based on statistically significant interaction peaks in the lymphoblastoid cell line GM06990 and aligned with ENCODE data from the lymphoblastoid cell
line GM12878.
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interactions between each binwithin a capture region and all other

bins on (1) the same chromosome and >5 Mb from the capture

region or (2) all other chromosomes. Using in-house comparative

genomic hybridization (CGH)BAC arrays (Natrajan et al. 2009), we

have previously characterized genomic regions of low-level gain

(approximately three to four copies) and amplification (more than

four copies) in the karyotypically abnormal BT483 and SUM44

cells and the karyotypically normal GM06990 cells (unpublished

data). There were multiple regions of amplification or gain in both

BT483 and SUM44 cells but not in GM06990 cells (Supplemental

Table 9).Wewere able to identifymanyof these regions in ourCHi-C

data as regions that were associated with multiple interaction peaks

spanning large genomic regions and, typically, with interaction

peaks involvingmultiple capture regions. There was, however, one

trans interaction peak, which despite mapping to a large (21.5 Mb)

region of amplification in BT483 cells and a large (51.9 Mb) region

of gain in SUM44 cells, appeared to be remarkably site-specific.

This interaction peak was between a single bin within the 2q35

capture region (217,650,001–217,700,000 bp) and a single bin

at chromosome 1q42.12 (225,750,001–225,800,000 bp), which

colocalized with the enabled homolog (Drosophila) gene (ENAH,

MIM609061; Supplemental Table 10) and occurred in both

BT483 and SUM44 cell lines. ENAH is an actin regulatory protein

with multiple isoforms that is undetectable in normal breast tissue

but is progressively expressed in premalignant breast lesions (Di

Modugno et al. 2007, 2012). After excluding regions of amplifica-

tion or gain, therewere no significant interaction peaks occurring in

cis over distances of >5Mb; therewere interaction peakswith 11, 20,

and 0 target regions in trans in BT483, SUM44, and GM06990 cells,

respectively (Supplemental Table 10). However, in contrast to our

high-resolution cis analysis where we observed strong locus speci-

ficity (there were no significant interaction peaks originating from

the random regions), there was no evidence that the trans inter-

action peaks we observed were specific to the risk loci. While in

SUM44 cells the majority of trans interaction peaks involved the

2q35 risk locus, there were five interaction peaks involving the

random (control) 18q12.3 locus, and in BT483 cells themajority of

the trans interaction peaks were with the 16q22.3–23.1 locus.

Correlating interaction peaks with gene expression

Our analyses implicate protein-coding genes (IGFBP5 [2q35],

KLF4 [9q31.2], MYC and NSMCE2 [8q24.21]) and lncRNAs (DIRC3

[2q35], RP11-363D24.1 [9q31.2] andCCDC26 and PVT1 [8q24.21])

Figure 5. Two-way heatmap of interaction peaks at the 8q24.21 locus. Two-way heatmap of interaction peaks between bait fragments within the
8q24.21 capture region and target fragments either side of the capture region (green) or between two bait fragments within the capture region (red) for
the GM06990 libraries. The genomic locations of the bait fragments are shown on the y-axis. The genomic locations of the target fragments, aligned with
GENCODE genes, are shown on the x-axis. The color intensity of each square represents the statistical significance of the interaction from dark green/red
(P = 1 3 10�10) to light green/red (P # 0.01). Interactions with a false discovery corrected P-value of >0.01 are not shown.
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as targets of the 2q35, 9q31.2, and 8q24.21 risk loci. For the pro-

tein-coding genes IGFBP5,KLF4, andMYC, therewas some evidence

that the tissue specificity of the interaction peaks was consistent

with the tissue specificity of gene expression. IGFBP5 and KLF4

were expressed in breast cancer cell lines (BT483, SUM44, and

MCF7) but not the lymphoblastoid cell line (GM06990), whereas

MYCwas expressed in both cell types (Supplemental Fig. 5A–C). The

exception was NSMCE2, which formed a single interaction peak

with an 8q24.21 bait fragment in GM06990 cells (but not in

BT483 or SUM44 cells) butwas expressed in both breast cancer and

lymphoblastoid cells (Supplemental Fig. 5D). For the lncRNAs

there was no evidence that expression was correlated with the

presence or absence of interaction peaks. DIRC3 and PVT1, which

formed strong tissue-specific interaction peaks in breast cancer and

lymphoblastoid cells, respectively, were both expressed in both cell

types (Supplemental Fig. 5E,F). In contrast, we were unable to de-

tect expression of RP11-363D24.1 or CCDC26 in any of the cell

lines that we characterized. To determine whether the tag SNPs

rs13387042 (2q35), rs13281615 (8q24.21), and rs865686 (9q32.1)

were associatedwith levels of expression of these targets,we carried

out expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) analysis using RNA-

seq data on 437 ER-positive breast tumors from the Cancer Ge-

nome Atlas (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) (The Cancer Genome

Atlas Network 2012). There was some evidence that rs6721196 (a

proxy for rs13387042, r2 = 0.97, D9 = 1.0) was associated with ex-

pression of both DIRC3 and IGFBP5 (P = 0.03 and P = 0.04, respec-

tively, FDR < 0.1; Supplemental Table 11).We found no evidence for

an association between rs471467 (a proxy for rs865686; r2 = 1.0,D9 =

1.0) and KLF4 (P = 0.81), or rs418269 (a proxy for rs1328615; r2 =

0.97, D9 = 1.0) and MYC (P = 0.82). RP11-363D24.1 and CCDC26

were not expressed at detectable levels in these data.

Prioritizing regions for functional studies

Chromatin association methods have been used to propose the

identity of target genes (Freedman et al. 2011), while the selection

of putative causal variants for detailed functional characterization

has relied on fine mapping and colocalization of genetic variants

with markers of active chromatin and/or binding sites for specific

transcription factors. In particular, Cowper-Sal lari et al. (2012)

demonstrated that breast cancer risk SNPs and their associated

variant sets (AVS) preferentially localized to regions of H3K4me1

modification, FOXA1, and ESR1 binding. We hypothesized that if

our CHi-C interaction peaks represent protein–protein-mediated

looping interactions between active regulatory elements, a func-

tional variant that can directly influence gene expression has a

high probability of mapping within the bait fragment of a CHi-C

interaction peak. To explore this we mapped the location of each

SNP that was correlated with the published risk SNP (r2 $ 0.1) to a

HindIII fragment within the capture region, and we looked for

evidence that clusters of correlated SNPs colocalized to a particular

CHi-C interaction peak.

For the 9q31.2 and 8q24.21 breast cancer risk loci, there was

no evidence that correlated SNPs were clustered within the inter-

action peaks. There were just two (9q31.2; Supplemental Table 12)

and four (8q24.21; Supplemental Table 13) SNPs that were corre-

lated with rs865686 and rs13281615, respectively, and thatmapped

to interacting HindIII fragments; none of these was strongly cor-

related with the published SNPs (all r2 # 0.22). In contrast, for the

2q35 capture region there were 33 SNPs that were correlated with

rs13387042 (r2 $ 0.1; Supplemental Table 14) and that colocalized

with a CHi-C interaction peak. A total of 18 (54.5%) of these SNPs,

including two SNPs (rs12613955 and rs4442975) that were highly

correlated with rs13387042 (r2 > 0.8) clustered within a single

HindIII fragment (fragment 82; 217,912,886–217,925,467 bp) that

lies 7 kb telomeric to the risk SNP rs13387042. Based on in vivo data

generated by the ENCODE Project in MCF7 cells, there is a CTCF/

RAD21 binding site within this region of the 2q35 risk locus, but

there is no evidence of active histone modification marks (Fig. 6A).

However, levels of expression of IGFBP5 were low in MCF7 cells

(Supplemental Fig. 5) and pyrosequencing of four CpG sites within

the IGFBP5 promoter showed these sites were hypermethylated in

MCF7 cells (Supplemental Fig. 6), suggesting that this locus may be

epigenetically silenced in MCF7 cells. If so, markers of active chro-

matin inMCF7 cells may not accurately reflect regions of regulatory

activity at this locus. In silico algorithms (Boyle et al. 2012; Ward

and Kellis 2012; Mathelier et al. 2014) predict that both SNPs alter

consensus binding sites for potentially relevant transcription fac-

tors; rs12613955 alters the seventh position of a consensus binding

site for HOXB13 (Berger et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014), with the

alternate (T) allele favoring binding (Fig. 6B), while rs4442975 alters

the ninth position of a sequence that has one mismatch with a

consensus binding site for FOXA1with the reference (T) allele being

favored over the alternate (G) allele (Fig. 6C).

For FOXA1 we first examined ChIP-seq data for the three ER-

positive breast cancer cell lines (MCF7, ZR75-1, and T-47D) char-

acterized byHurtado et al. (2011).We found a FOXA1binding peak

colocalizing with rs4442975 in all three cell lines (Fig. 6A). Using

ChIP-qPCR we were able to replicate these data in MCF7 cells and

show that FOXA1 also binds to rs4442975 in SUM44 cells (Fig. 7A).

All four of these cell lines (MCF7, ZR75-1, T-47D, and SUM44) carry

two copies of the low-affinity (G) allele of rs4442975. To determine

whether FOXA1 binds preferentially to the T allele of rs4442975,

we used a cell line that is heterozygous for rs4442975 (and a linked

SNP rs6723013) (Cowper-Sal lari et al. 2012). ChIP-qPCR in BT474

cells demonstrated strong binding of FOXA1 (15-fold enrichment

over input comparedwith twofold inMCF7 and SUM44 cells), and

sequencing analysis of the rs4442975-containing region showed

that the T allele was enriched in chromatin fragments immuno-

precipitated with antibody to FOXA1 compared with input geno-

mic DNA (Fig. 7B).

To our knowledge, there are no HOXB13 ChIP-seq data

available for breast cancer cell lines. To determine whether

HOXB13 bound to rs12613955 in vivo we therefore carried out

ChIP-qPCR, first to replicate data from Huang et al. (2014) in VCaP

prostate cancer cells as a positive control, and then to interrogate

rs12613955 in breast cancer cells. We were able to demonstrate se-

quence-specific binding of HOXB13 to a SNP within intron 4 of

RFX6 (rs339331) in VCaP prostate cancer cells, but found no evi-

dence of HOXB13 binding to rs12613955 in SUM44 breast cancer

cells (Supplemental Fig. 7).

Discussion
While Hi-C (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009) provides unbiased

genome-wide coverage of all possible short- and long-range inter-

actions, until recently the resolution (;1 Mb) has prohibited the

use of this method for the interrogation of GWAS risk loci. The

resolution of Hi-C is dependent on the number of di-tags that map

within a region of interest (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009; Hughes

et al. 2014). We have demonstrated that by incorporating a se-

quence capture step into a Hi-C protocol (van Berkum et al. 2010)

we can generate high-resolution maps of interaction peaks origi-

nating from specific regions of the genome. We selected six ge-
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nomic regions that ranged from 350 to 750 kb comprising 3.3 Mb

of captured sequences in total. However, with appropriate arrays,

thismethod could be used to interrogate all of the published breast

cancer risk loci in a single analysis and could potentially be ex-

tended to fresh frozen tumor samples. We defined our regions to

include all SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAFs) of 5% or

greater and which were correlated (r2 > 0.1) with the published

SNP. We excluded rare SNPs and used r2 (rather than D9) as the

metric for linkage disequilibrium, since GWAS are predicated on

the assumption that the arrayed SNPs have a reasonably high

correlation with common causal variants, and while rare causal

variants are also possible, they are less likely (Anderson et al. 2011;

Wray et al. 2011; Dudbridge et al. 2012). The least efficient step

within our protocol was the target enrichment step where the ef-

ficiency varied from 7.4% to 15.1%. This relatively low efficiency

may, in part, reflect our choice of genomic regions; gene deserts

have been shown to have a lower than average GC content and a

higher than average content of repetitive sequences (Ovcharenko

et al. 2005) which, despite repeat masking of our arrays, may have

led to the capture of a relatively high proportion of off-target di-

tags. Despite this, our incorporation of a sequence capture step re-

sulted in a 30- to 60-fold increase in on-target di-tags comparedwith

conventional Hi-C, allowing us to map interaction peaks at the

resolution of a single HindIII fragment within windows of;10Mb

and genome-wide at a resolution of 50 kb.

For the characterization of gene deserts identified in breast

cancer GWAS,where neither the location of the causal variant (and

hence the ‘‘bait’’ fragment) nor the target(s) are known, this

method has several advantages over the other published ‘‘C’’

methods (Dekker et al. 2013). 4C (‘‘one-by-all’’) provides genome-

wide coverage of interactions but focused on a single bait frag-

ment. 5C (‘‘many-by-many’’) allows high-resolution analysis of

interactions betweenmultiple bait fragments and their targets, but

pragmatic considerations such as the need to generate one unique

probe for each potential bait and target fragment restricts the

number and hence the location of baits and targets to defined re-

gions. In addition, 5C can only detect interactions at one end of

any given restriction fragment and assumes that the orientation of

ligations is random (Sanyal et al. 2012). Hi-C (‘‘all-by-all’’) provides

genome-wide coverage of all possible interactions, but until re-

cently the resolution (;1Mb) has prohibited the use of Hi-C for the

interrogation of GWAS risk loci. A high resolution (5–10 kb) Hi-C

map of interactions in primary human fibroblast cells has been

published recently (Jin et al. 2013). This degree of resolution,

however, comes at a high cost; Jin and colleagues sequenced and

combined data from Hi-C libraries generated from six biological

replicates each of unstimulated and TNF-alpha stimulated fibro-

blasts totaling 5.3 billion di-tags for their high-resolution Hi-C

maps. Sequencing for our protocol was an order of magnitude

lower and was achievable on one lane of an Illumina HiSeq 2000

per library. A genome-wide Capture 3Cmethodology has also been

published recently (Hughes et al. 2014). Hughes and colleagues

generated exquisitely high-resolution data for interactions be-

tween 457 captured gene promoters and their targets. Hi-C libraries,

however, have an advantage over 3C libraries in that there is en-

richment for bona fide (biotinylated) interaction products before

Figure 6. Functional annotation of bait fragment 82 at the 2q35 capture region. (A) The locations of all SNPs that are correlated (r2 $ 0.1) with the
published risk SNP (rs13387042) are shown, with the two SNPs that are strongly correlated (r2 $ 0.8) in red. SNPs are aligned with CTCF and RAD21
binding sites, active (H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and H3K4me3) and repressive (H3K27me3) histone modification marks (in black) generated in the breast
cancer cell line MCF7 by the ENCODE Project and by Frietze et al. (2012), and ESR1 and FOXA1 binding peaks generated in MCF7 (blue), T-47D (green),
and ZR75-1 cells (red) byHurtado et al. (2011). All three breast cancer cell lines are homozygous for theG-allele of rs4442975. (B) Positionweightedmatrix
(PWM) for HOXB13 binding site. The base position that is altered by rs12613955 is indicated by a red box and the sequence of rs12613955 is shown below.
Based on ChIP-seq data in (human) prostate cancer cells (Huang et al. 2014), the consensus sequence is conserved betweenmouse andman. (C ) PWM for
FOXA1 binding site with the base position that is altered by rs4442975 indicated by a red box and the sequence of rs4442975 shown below.
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the library is subjected to sequence capture, reducing the number of

‘‘invalid’’ (Belton et al. 2012) interaction products that will be se-

quenced. Specifically, the proportion of di-tags in our CHi-C libraries

that represented unique valid interaction products ranged from

18.2% to 62.4% (Supplemental Table 2).

Our eQTL analysis of RNA-seq data from TCGA is consistent

with an eQTL analysis of 15 breast cancer risk loci based on Agilent

array data from TCGA (Li et al. 2013). Li and colleagues demon-

strated an association between rs6721996 (a proxy for rs13387042

[2q35], r2 = 0.97, D9 = 1.0) and levels of expression of IGFBP5. Neither

ourRNA-seqanalysisnorLi andcolleagues’ array-basedanalysis found

any direct association between rs418269 (correlated with rs13281615

[8q24.21], r2 = 0.97, D9 = 1.0) and MYC or rs471467 (correlated with

rs865686 [9q31.2], r2 = 1.0, D9 = 1.0) and KLF4, but Li and colleagues

were able to identify a set of eQTL-associated genes for both of these

loci and demonstrate that their ENCODE-defined enhancer elements

were enriched forMYC and KLF4 consensus binding sites. Consistent

with these data, we demonstrated statistically significant interaction

peaks between bait fragments at the 2q35, 8q24.21, and 9q31.2 risk

loci and IGFBP5,MYC, and KLF4, respectively. To our knowledge, our

reporting of an interaction peak between the 8q24.21 locus and

NSMCE2 in lymphoblastoid cells is novel and consistent with a role

for this locus in multiple myeloma (Affer et al. 2014).

In addition to interaction peaks with protein-coding genes,

wewere able to demonstrate strong interaction peakswith lncRNAs,

and whileDIRC3 probes are not included on the arrays analyzed by

Li et al. (2013), we were able to show that rs6721996 is also associ-

ated with levels of expression of DIRC3. lncRNAs have been shown

to be involved in a wide range of biological processes including

dosage compensation, genomic imprinting, chromatin regulation,

alternative splicing of pre-mRNA, and nuclear organization (Niland

et al. 2012). Dysregulation of lncRNAs has been reported in several

cancers and two of the most well-characterized lncRNAs, HOTAIR

and ANRIL, have both been shown to repress the expression of tu-

mor-suppressor genes by altering chromatin structure either locally

or over long distances (Gupta et al. 2010; Yap et al. 2010). Several of

the lncRNAs that formed interaction peaks with sequences within

the risk loci have previously been associated with other site-specific

cancers;DIRC3 (2q35)was identified as one end of the translocation

breakpoint in a renal cell cancer (Bodmer et al. 2003), and a SNP

(rs55705857) that maps to a highly evolutionarily conserved se-

quence within CCDC26 (8q24.21) has been associated with non-

glioblastoma multiforme glioma (Shete et al. 2009; Enciso-Mora

et al. 2013). There is a diverse bodyof evidence linking PVT1 and the

associated MIR1204, which are targets of the 8q24 locus in lym-

phoblastoid cells, with multiple site-specific cancers and end-stage

renal disease (Huppi et al. 2012), and several of these studies support

PVT1 and miR-1204 functioning independently of MYC. However,

it remains to be seen whether expression of the lncRNAs we iden-

tified as targets of the 2q35, 9q31.2, and 8q24.21 breast cancer risk

loci affect breast cancer risk directly, or via an effect on the protein

coding genes with which they colocalize.

In our analysis of cis interactions, we observed 65, four, and

111 statistically significant interaction peaks at the 2q35, 9q31.2,

and 8q24.21 risk loci, respectively. The majority of these in-

teraction peaks demonstrated tissue specificity such that at the

Figure 7. ChIP qPCR analysis of FOXA1 binding to rs4442975 region. (A) FOXA1 ChIP-qPCR for MYC (positive control), rs4442975 (test region), and
a control region (Chr2: 217,922,940–217,923,055 bp) mapping 2.1 kb telomeric to rs4442975 that showed no evidence of FOXA1 binding in data from
Hurtado and colleagues. Mean 6SD for three technical replicates. (B) Sanger sequencing of the rs4442975 region in FOXA1 immunoprecipitated
chromatin (top) and input genomic DNA (bottom).
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2q35 and 9q31.2 breast cancer risk loci the interaction peaks were

specific to breast cancer cell lines, while at the 8q24.21 multiple-

cancer risk locus there were significant interaction peaks inmultiple

(breast and lymphoblastoid) cell lines. The majority of 8q24.21 in-

teraction peaks were unique to GM06990 cells, but there was a sin-

gle target fragmentmapping toCCDC26 (130,558,006–130,562,996

bp), >2.5 Mb from the capture region that formed interaction peaks

with two consecutivebait fragments (1; 127,886,760–127,889,453bp

and 2; 127,889,454–127,891,696 bp) in BT483 and GM06990 cells,

respectively, suggesting that at least some long-range looping in-

teractions are common to both cell types.

The fact that we observed a single trans interaction that was

common to both breast cancer cell lines is intriguing. Mapping

within the 2q35 capture region 50-kb bin, there is both a lncRNA

(AC007563.5) and a ribosomal RNA (RNA5SP120), and the target

bin (225,750,001–225,800,000 bp) colocalizes very precisely with

the 59 end of ENAH (225,674,534–225,840,845 bp). However, the

significance of this interaction peak against a background of

multiple regions of amplification or gain at chromosome 1 in both

BT483 and SUM44 cells is not clear. Similarly, while the other

statistically significant trans interaction peaks that we observed

may represent contacts between loci that share the same sub-

compartment within the nucleus (Fraser and Bickmore 2007),

given the abnormal karyotypes of both breast cancer cell lines and

the fact that many of these trans interaction peaks involved the

random (control) capture regions, it is not clear that these in-

teraction peaks are informative in the context of breast cancer risk.

While CHi-C can provide rich data on the likely targets of

GWAS risk loci, the potential for informing the selection of puta-

tive causal variantsmay bemore limited. Any SNP that is correlated

with the published risk SNP could, in theory, be a causal variant. In

practice, it is more likely that the causal variant will be strongly

correlatedwith the published risk SNP. For the 9q31.2 and 8q24.21

loci, the bait fragments that formed significant interaction peaks

mapped primarily to strong CTCF/RAD21 binding sites, and we

found no evidence of SNPs that were correlatedwith the published

risk SNP clustering within these interacting fragments. For the

2q35 locus we foundmultiple correlated SNPs, including two SNPs

that were strongly correlated (r2 > 0.8) with rs13387042, clustering

within a single HindIII fragment. In silico algorithms predict that

both SNPs could affect the binding of a potentially relevant tran-

scription factor. HOXB13 was expressed in a subset of the breast

cancer cell lines assayed by Bild et al. (2006) and Wu et al. (2009),

and a SNP (rs339331) that alters a HOXB13 binding site has recently

been shown to affect prostate cancer risk by influencing expression

of RFX6 (Huang et al. 2014). However, in vivo ChIP-qPCR data

provided no evidence of sequence-specific binding of HOXB13 to

rs12613955. Based on ChIP-seq data from three breast cancer cell

lines (MCF-7, ZR75-1, and T-47D), Hurtado et al. (2011) demon-

strated a highly significant enrichment of overlap between ESR1

(the defining feature of ER-positive breast cancer) and FOXA1 bind-

ing. Using ChIP-qPCR we found consistent evidence that FOXA1

binds to rs4442975 with the variant (T) allele favored over the

reference (G) allele, supporting rs4442975 as a putative causal var-

iant. However, fine mapping studies and detailed functional

characterization providing statistical and functional evidence that

supports or refutes this will be required to fully evaluate the po-

tential of CHi-C for mapping putative causal variants.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that our novel Hi-C

protocol can provide high-resolution interaction maps of selected

genomic regions. Our data are consistent with each of these gene

deserts comprising complex regulatory regions. We can demon-

strate long-range (up to 2.6 Mb) CTCF-associated interaction peaks

with both protein-coding genes and lncRNAs. At the more active loci

we can demonstrate multiple interaction peaks, in which several

putative regulatory elements all interact with the same set of protein-

codinggenes and lncRNAs.Understanding themechanismsbywhich

these loci influence risk is likely to require an approach that takes into

account the combined effects of multiple regulatory elements and

assays the activities of both protein-coding genes and lncRNAs.

Methods

Target enrichment array design
To define our minimal target enrichment regions for the 2q35
(rs13387042), 8q24.21 (rs13281615), and 9q31.2 (rs865686)
breast cancer risk loci, we used the web-based tool SNAP (http://
www.broadinstitute.org/mpg/snap/) (Johnson et al. 2008) to
identify the region that included all SNPs with minor allele
frequencies (MAFs) of 5% or greater, and with r2 > 0.1 with the
published SNP based on 1000 Genomes pilot data (http://
www.1000genomes.org/) (The 1000 Genomes Project Consor-
tium 2012). This resulted in regions of 943 kb (217,416,703–
218,359,846 bp), 581 kb (127,888,336–128,469,498 bp), and
337 kb (110,759,922–111,097,304 bp) for the 2q35, 8q24.21, and
9q31.2 loci, respectively. One of our aims was to identify in-
teraction peaks between hypothetical regulatory elements within
the capture regions and protein-coding genes potentiallymapping
several 100 kb from the published risk SNP. For the 2q35 locus,
therefore, we excluded themost centromeric 194 kb (217,416,703–
217,610,271 bp) from the capture region as this included two a
priori candidate protein-coding genes, IGFBP5 (217,536,828–
217,560,272 bp) and IGFBP2 (217,498,127–217,529,158 bp).
This reduced the 2q35 capture region to 750 kb (217,610,272–
218,359,846 bp) and resulted in our excluding 15 SNPs that were
weakly correlated (r2 < 0.22) with rs13387042. The coordinates of
the three risk loci capture regions are given in Supplemental Table 1.
We also selected three control regions that had no known associa-
tion with breast cancer risk. The control regions were randomly
selected from gene-poor regions of the genome and were selected to
be of similar size to the risk loci (Supplemental Table 1). A SureSelect
Custom Target Enrichment Array covering the three breast cancer
risk loci and the three control regions was designed using eArray
software (Agilent). The total enrichment target of 3.3 Mb was sub-
mitted to Agilent eArray software, generating 120-mer RNA baits
designed to tile the nonrepetitive fraction of the test regions at 33
coverage with moderately stringent repeat masking.

Cell culture and formaldehyde crosslinking for Hi-C and 3C

BT483 andMCF7 cell lines were obtained fromATCC, SUM44 cells
were from Asterand, and GM06990 cells were supplied by Coriell
Cell Repositories (Coriell Institute forMedical Research). Genotype
data for rs13387042 (2q35), rs13281615 (8q24.21), and rs865686
(9q32.1) in all four cell lines are shown in Supplemental Table 15.

BT483, SUM44, andGM06990 cells were grown in RPMI 1640
(Gibco, Life Technologies) supplemented with 20% (BT483), 10%
(SUM44), or 15% (GM06990) fetal bovine serum (FBS, Life Tech-
nologies), 50 units/mL penicillin, 50 mg/mL streptomycin (Sigma-
Aldrich), 2 mM L-Glutamine, and 0.01 mg/mL recombinant
human insulin (Sigma-Aldrich; BT483), or 1 nM estradiol (Sigma-
Aldrich; SUM44). MCF7 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
eagle medium (DMEM; Gibco, Life Technologies) supplemented
with 10% FBS and 50 units/mL penicillin, 50 mg/mL streptomycin
(Sigma-Aldrich), and 2 mM L-Glutamine. Formaldehyde cross-
linking of 20 million cells was performed as described by Belton
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et al. (2012) by substituting standard culture media with FBS-free
media containing 2% formaldehyde for 5 min at room tempera-
ture. Crosslinking was quenched by addition of glycine to a final
concentration of 150 mM. Adherent cells (BT483, SUM44, and
MCF7) were scraped off the culture flask after crosslinking. Cells
were washed with cold PBS, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and
stored at �80°C before preparation of the Hi-C library.

Hi-C library generation

Each cross-linked cell aliquot (;20 million cells) was resuspended
in50mLof permeabilization buffer (10mMTris-HCl at pH8, 10mM
NaCl, 0.2% IGEPAL CA-630 [Sigma-Aldrich], supplemented with
complete mini EDTA free tablets [Roche]) and incubated on ice for
30 min with occasional mixing. SUM44 and GM06990 cells were
lysed using 10 strokes of a dounce homogenizer. BT483 andMCF7
cells were lysed by incubating with trypsin (0.25%, Sigma-Aldrich)
at 37°C for 5min. Trypsinwas inactivated by addition of 500 mL FBS.
Permeabilized cells were centrifuged for 6 min at 600g and washed
three times in 1 mL 1.3 3 NEBuffer 2 (New England Biolabs).
Nuclei were resuspended and chromatin digestion andHi-C library
preparation were carried out as described by van Berkum et al.
(2010) with the following modifications: (1) Cells were split into
three microcentrifuge tubes instead of five; (2) restriction fragment
overhangs were filled in with biotinylated dATP instead of bio-
tinylated dCTP; (3) dGTPwas added to the reactionmixture for the
removal of biotinylated dATP from unligated ends; (4) we did not
include an agarose gel size selection step; (5) after PCR amplifica-
tion (six to eight cycles) of the Hi-C library bound streptavidin
beads, the PCR product was pooled and subjected to target en-
richment (below) before paired-end sequencing.

Target enrichment

Target enrichmentwas performed based on the SureSelect protocol
(Agilent) but incorporating the following modifications: (1) Bio-
tinylated Hi-C ditags bound to streptavidin-beads were amplified
prehybridization directly from beads using 24 parallel 25-mL PCR
reactions with six to eight cycles using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA
polymerase (New England Biolabs) to yield ;500 ng total DNA.
PCR primers to the paired-end adaptors were as described in Belton
et al. (2012). Subsequently, PCR products were pooled, purified
using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) and dried
using a speedvac concentrator, then resuspended in 34 mL of water.
(2) Enriched fragments were amplified post-hybridization again
directly from the streptavidin beads, using 13 parallel 25-mL re-
actions of six cycles of PCR. PCR products were again pooled and
purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter).

Paired-end next generation sequencing (NGS), mapping,
and filtering

Six target enriched Hi-C libraries (two biological replicates for each
of three cell lines) were prepared. Each library was sequenced on
a single flow cell lane on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Illumina) gener-
ating 76-bp paired-end reads. CASAVA software (v1.8, Illumina) was
used tomake base calls; reads failing the Illumina chastity filter were
removed before further analysis. Sequences were output in FASTQ
format before mapping against the human reference genome
(GRCh37/hg19) and filtering to remove experimental artifacts using
the publicly availableHi-CUser Pipeline (HiCUP). Full details of this
pipeline are available from Babraham Bioinformatics (http://www.
bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/hicup/). In addition to the
standard pipeline, off-target di-tags (defined as di-tags where neither
endmapped to one of the capture regions) were removed from the

final processed data sets. Full details of the number and proportion
of excluded di-tags are given in Supplemental Table 2.

Analysis of Hi-C interaction peaks

The three risk loci and three random regions comprised a total of
1077 HindIII fragments. Valid di-tags could be generated by liga-
tions between a captured fragment and (1) another captured
fragment in cis, (2) a noncaptured fragment in cis, mappingwithin
5 Mb, (3) a noncaptured fragment in cis, mapping >5 Mb from
the captured fragment, or (4) a fragment in trans. In theory there
are two classes of trans ligations: ligations between two captured
fragments and ligations between a captured fragment and a non-
captured fragment. In practice we combined these because there
were insufficient numbers of di-tags from two captured fragments
for separate analyses (;0.1%of all trans ligationswere between two
captured fragments).

We carried out separate analyses for each type of ligation (1–4
above) on the basis that the statistical properties of ligations where
both ends of the di-tag have been captured (type [1]) will differ
from those where just one end has been captured (type [2]) and
that our power to detect significant interaction peaks (and hence
our resolution) will depend on the read density. Thus, for types (1)
and (2), our unit of analysis was individual HindIII fragments, but
to increase our power for (3) and (4) we combined di-tags from
individual HindIII fragments into 50-kb bins and tested for in-
teraction peaks between each 50-kb bin within the capture region
and all other bins (3) on the same chromosome and >5 Mb from
the capture regionor (4) all other chromosomes.We generateddata
sets that comprised all di-tags in each category using the SeqMonk
mapped sequence analysis tool (http://www.bioinformatics.
babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/).

High-resolution (per HindIII fragment) analyses of cis
interaction peaks

In common with other ‘‘C’’-based techniques, our Capture Hi-C
methodology includes several steps that will show local differences
in efficiency, thereby introducing biases in the detection of inter-
action peaks (Sanyal et al. 2012).We first excluded di-tags inwhich
the two ligated fragments were <20-kb apart since, based on 3C
data, interaction frequencies within the first 20 kb of the bait
fragment occur at a very high frequency (Naumova et al. 2012).
To correct for experimental biases we used a modification of the
procedure described by Sanyal et al. (2012); specifically, on the
assumption that the majority of trans ligations represent random
events we calculated the total number of trans ligations (NT) made
by each of the 1077 capturedHindIII fragments as ameasure of the
fragment’s ‘‘interactability,’’ its propensity to interact with other
fragments. The interactability had a bimodal distribution that we
assumed to arise from two components corresponding to low
numbers of counts, which we regarded as stochastic noise, and
higher numbers of counts, which we regarded as genuine signal.
We fitted a truncated negative binomial distribution to the higher
component, with the truncation point set at a count of 1000 di-
tags based on visual inspection of the histogram.We then defined a
threshold at the 5% quantile point of the corresponding non-
truncated distribution, and regarded all fragments with a total
number of di-tags from trans ligations below this value to be noise.
The threshold was close to a count of 500 for all of the cell lines we
analyzed, so we finally fixed the threshold at a count of 500 for all
analyses and filtered out all fragments with fewer than 500 di-tags
from trans ligations. For the BT483, SUM44, and GM06990 li-
braries this resulted in excluding 18%, 27%, and 13% of the frag-
ments with the lowest number of trans ligations (di-tags).We fitted
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negative binomial regression models to the filtered data sets,
combining data from the two biological replicates for each cell
line. We corrected for experimental biases due to differing inter-
actability of fragments by including as a covariate the loge of the
total number of trans ligations [ln(NT)] for each captured fragment
from each biological replicate; for cis ligations within the capture re-
gions we also included a term for interaction products of ln(NT) for
each of the two ligated fragments in each biological replicate. We
corrected for distance between the ligated fragments by including as
a covariate the loge of the distance between themid-points of the two
fragments [ln(D)]; to approximate local smoothing we fitted the data
in bins each of which contained 1 percentile of the distance range.

Low-resolution (per 50-kb bins) analysis of long-range (>5 Mb)
cis and trans interaction peaks

For the longer range (>5 Mb), cis analyses and trans analyses data
weremodeled as above, using negative binomial regressionmodels
with local smoothing adjusting for the interactibility of the cap-
tured 50-kb bin [ln(NT)] in both analyses and [ln(D)] for cis but not
trans analyses. P-values were obtained by comparing the observed
counts with the fitted distributions. For each capture region in
each cell line, we controlled the false discovery rate using the
method of Benjamini and Hochberg (Benjamini et al. 2001).

Quantitative 3C

We generated (validation) 3C libraries from all three cell lines that
we used for our CHi-C analysis. In addition, we generated 3C
libraries fromMCF7breast cancer cells as they are an ER-positive, PR-
positive cell line that has been used extensively as a model for ER-
positive breast cancer, and we were able to access publicly available
data on transcription factor binding sites and histone modifica-
tions generated by the ENCODE Project (The ENCODE Project
Consortium 2011, 2012). MCF7s are derived from a pleural effu-
sion and they have a modal number of 65 chromosomes. We did
not initially selectMCF7 cells forCHi-C as they arehighly rearranged
with translocations involving all chromosomes except chromosome
4 (http://www.path.cam.ac.uk/;pawefish/BreastCellLineDescriptions/
mcf7.htm). They have multiple regions of amplification or gain
including a region of amplification that encompasses the 8q24.21
capture region and flanking sequences (Supplemental Fig. 1D).

3C libraries were generated using the crosslinking, digestion,
and ligation steps of the Hi-C protocol (above) (van Berkum et al.
2010) excluding the biotin dNTP fill-in, which was replaced with
the additionof 56.7mLofwater. For eachof the risk loci, a control 3C
template was generated using minimally overlapping BAC clones
(Children’s Hospital Oakland Research Institute; Life Technologies)
covering the entire capture and target region as previously described
(Miele et al. 2006). To optimize the TaqMan PCR reactions and
normalize the data, we generated standard curves using the control
templates. TaqMan PCR was carried out using TaqMan Universal
PCR Mastermix no UNG (Life Technologies) on 250 ng of 3C li-
brary. Reactions were carried out in triplicate with three biological
replicates and expressed as relative interaction frequencies com-
pared with the control BAC library standard curve. BAC libraries
used are listed in Supplemental Table 16. Quantitative 3C primer
and probe sequences are listed in Supplemental Table 17.

Quantitation of IGFBP5, KLF4, MYC, NSMCE2, DIRC3,
PVT1 mRNA

RNA was extracted from cell lines (BT483, SUM44, MCF7, and
GM06990) using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). RNA was reverse
transcribed to cDNA using the SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase

Kit (Life Technologies) according to themanufacturer’s instructions.
Levels of expression were measured by using SYBR Green PCR
Mastermix (Life Technologies) or TaqManUniversal PCRMastermix
no UNG (Life Technologies) and normalized to GAPDH. Each re-
action was carried out in triplicate with three biological replicates.
Primer sequences and TaqMan assay information is listed in Sup-
plemental Table 18.

eQTL analysis

We accessed RNA-seq data in the form of RNA-seq by Expectation-
Maximization (RSEM), genotype data (Affymetrix SNP 6.0) and
clinical data (sex, ER status, and ethnicity) for 1048 breast cancer
samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data portal (http://
cancergenome.nih.gov/) (TheCancerGenomeAtlasNetwork 2012).
Germline SNP calls for the three risk SNPs analyzed in this study
(rs6721196 [2q35], rs471467 [9q31.2], and rs418269 [8q24.21])
were available for 1013 samples. Call rates for these three SNPs were
100%, 99.6%, and 99.7%, respectively. We excluded eight samples
from male cases on the grounds that OR estimates for a subset of
breast cancer risk SNPs are inconsistent between males and females
(Orr et al. 2011, 2012). A total of 50 samples that had no clinical data
were excluded from the analysis.We excluded204 samples thatwere
from women of non-Caucasian ethnicity on the grounds that tag
SNP:disease associations are, in general, population specific. Finally,
we excluded 116 samples from ER-negative tumors and 198 samples
with missing data on ethnicity (156) or receptor status (42). The
analysis was based on the remaining 437 samples. Linear regression
of genotype (coded 0, 1, 2) on RSEMnormalizedRNA-seq expression
data was implemented using the Matrix eQTL R-package described
by Shabalin (2012).

ChIP-qPCR

Additional breast cancer (BT474) andprostate cancer (VCaP) cell lines
were obtained fromATCC. BT474 cells were grown in phenol red-free
RPMI 1640 (Gibco, Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS, Life Technologies), 1 nM estradiol, 50 units/mL
penicillin, 50 mg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM L-Glutamine (Sigma-
Aldrich). VCaP cells were grown inDMEM (Gibco, Life Technologies)
supplemented with 10% FBS, 50 units/mL penicillin, 50 mg/mL
streptomycin, and 2 mM L-Glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed in MCF7,
SUM44, BT474, and VCaP cells as previously described (Schmidt
et al. 2009). Briefly, 1 3 107 cells were fixed with 1% parafor-
maldehyde for 10 min. Cells were then lysed and chromatin son-
icated using a Sonics Vibracell at 40% amplitude for eight cycles of
15 sec on, then 15 sec off. Chromatin was immunoprecipitated
using an anti-FOXA1 antibody (ab5089 Abcam), anti-HOXB13
antibody (sc28333 Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or IgG control.
Following DNA purification, DNA immunopreciptiated by FOXA1
was detected using primers to (1) the FOXA1 target gene MYC
(positive control) (Hurtado et al. 2011), (2) the rs4442975 region
(test region), and (3) a negative control region (Chr2: 217,922,940–
217,923,055) mapping 2.1 kb telomeric to rs4442975 that showed
no evidence of FOXA1 binding in data from Hurtado and col-
leagues. DNA immunoprecipitated by HOXB13was detected using
primers to (1) a region encompassing rs339331 (positive control),
(2) a negative control region (ChrX: 151,322,487–151,322,621)
both previously described (Huang et al. 2014), (3) the rs12613955
region (test region), and (4) a further control region (Chr2:
217,917,454–217,917,555) mapping ;1.6 kb telomeric to
rs12613955 and selected as lacking any active histone modifica-
tion marks on the basis of ENCODE data in MCF7 cells. Sequences
of the primers are given in Supplemental Table 19.
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Sequencing of FOXA1 immunoprecipitated chromatin
and input genomic DNA

The rs4442795 region was PCR amplified using 2.5 mL FOXA1
immunoprecipitated chromatin or 2.5 mL input genomic DNA (di-
luted 1:10) as template. The product (439 bp)was excised from a 3%
agarose gel, purified using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen),
and sequenced by Sanger sequencing. Primer sequences for ampli-
fication and sequencing are given in Supplemental Table 19.

Pyrosequencing

Pyrosequencing of 1 mg of genomic DNA from each cell line was
carried out by the London Genome Center (Barts and the London
School of Medicine and Dentistry) using a PyroMark CpG assay
(PM00097776Qiagen) according to themanufacturer’s instructions.

Data access
Sequencing data from Capture Hi-C experiments have been sub-
mitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE55634.
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